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Recognizing the vast disparity in faculty opinion over the type of curriculum best for
Northeastern, and accepting the premise that the faculty, through the Faculty Senate, a
body of over forty faculty representatives, and the Faculty Assembly, including every .
faculty member, actually has the power to design that curriculum, PR/ NT attempted
last week to take as detailed _a sample offaculty opinion as possible.
On Monday, November 17, reporter Frank Konrad sent invitations to every listed
. member of the Senate, and to all members of the Curriculum Council, which is charged
directly with the responsibility of transmitting a curriculum proposal to the Senate for
consideration. Also invited were a small number of faculty who were not affiliated with
either group., but who had been vocal during the All-College Conference, or active with
the President's Committee to Review the Basic Program .

PRINT HOLDS
ONE LAST TALK
ON CURRICULA

The meeting occurred last Tuesday, November 25. Unfortunately, because of a
scheduling conflict, the Senate's Steering Committee, often recognized as the most
powerful sub-group within the Senate, met at the same time, depriving us of an
interview with that important group of people. That, alone, however, did not account for
the fact that, of the 65 faculty invited, only seven attended our meeting. The Faculty
Senate meeting earlier in the afternoon had failed to meet quorum.
Those attending were Valentine Glockner, Education; Al Forslev, Earth Science,
Charles Nissim-Sabat, Physical Science, Robert Gilbert, Physical Science, and Stan
Martindale, Vic Dufour and Dick Robertson of the Psychology Department. Student
Jay B yron observed.
Robert Gilbert is serving presently on· the Curriculum Council, Stan Martindale
served with the Committee to Review the Basic Program, Al Forslev served last year on
the Faculty Senate Steering _Committee, Vic Dufour was one of the authors of Proposal
D, which received a plurality of votes in the recent curriculum referendum.
Other participants are all currently active in hammering out a new curriculum.
Discussion began with Al Forslev, who was asked about the Senate's mechanical
structure. What, he was asked, is the relationship of the curriculum council to the
Senate itself? •
•

You may be absolutely correct that curForslev: Well, all I can speak to is how it ·
was done in the past. The curriculum coun- riculum should qe brought to the Faculty
cil is a council of the Faculty Senate. Every- right away, but in general, what are followthing that comes out of the council is policy ed are the by-laws of the Senate and the Facnature and curriculum change, of course, ulty Senate Steering Committee. The mewould be considered policy and then goes to chanical procedures under the old conthe Faculty Senate for app roval. First it stitution a re the o nes that are fo ll owed a nd
goes to the Steering C mmittee for dis 0 the interpretation of these is what I essencussion and the Steering Committee makes· tially repeated before. Curriculum is the inrecommendations to the Faculty Senate. stitution to a great extent and certainly
When it is brought up in the Faculty Senate, whether the Faculty Senate should be able
the discussion takes place, and as a result of to just turn down something and stop it
these discussions the Faculty Senate then from gettin·g to the Faculty, that certainly
decides the next step. And in the case of 1 would be a question of ~nterpretation.
curriculum proposals or changes that
Gilbert: The mere tact that you asked
would get to the Faculty Senate, these that question is indicative of something. It
changes would be either recommended or may in fact be a questionable point and then
not recommended by the Faculty Senate so of course you have to establish what is the
the Faculty Senate does occupy a rather im- body that can answer that question. For the
, portant position as far as seeing what gets to present time, the Cur_riculum Council is
the Faculty and what doesn't. They have acting as if it's responsibility is to provide to
the power under the present structure to the Faculty Senate a variety of curricula
make recommendations or not to make rec- and more or less not putting itself up as a
ommendations in the case of curriculum. dech;ion-making body. It will supply curQuite often, things have stopped if the Fac- riculum to the Faculty Senate which at the
ulty Senate decided not to take action on a present time feels it is the appropriate body
matter or voted somethi(!g down. And the ·to receive the same. It is more or less anticichances are that it will not get to the Faculty pated within the curriculum council that
for a vote. The Senators are the elected repthe Faculty Senate, after discussion, will
resentatives.
transmit it to the Faculty Assembly.
Byron: Why is the Curriculum council
Dufour: Al, isn't there a point of interdisregarding
the referendum vote taken by
pretation here? We're operating under the
the school on the four proposals?
old constitution, right now, the Faculty
handbook type of thing: I was reading that
Glockner: It is · my understanding that
yesterday, I had nothing else to do. I looked
the curriculum council has devoted all its
to investigate those clauses that describe the
time at this point to the discussion of the
Faculty Senate's power. In my reading of proposals offered by the various groups to
this, this business about whether the Faculthe exclusion to other factors that are pressty Senate should receive or approve and
ing. I know within the Department of Edusend on as a ma_tter of interpretation, isn ·t cation Foundations we have several matters which we are waiting upon for deciit?
sions that are supposed to come from the
Forslev: Well, it may be.
curriculum council. I have been informed
Dufour: I was able to read this thing kind
that until such time as this more pressing
of ambiguously a couple of ways. One way,
matter,
the result of the discussion of the
sayi ng that the Faculty Senate shall receive
three day conference is determined all othand approve all those things that the couner matters will have to wait. It's very
cil sent to it. Another way is, it will approve
frustrating for the chairman of the departthings a nd receive those things and send
ment not to have these matters considered
them on , which are appropriate to be reat a time when they're. pressing t3 that
ceived by the Faculty Senate. I am wonderdepartment, non-the-less the decision is
ing if the curriculum shouldn ' t be received
still that the curriculum council must deal
by the Faculty as a whole right away.
with it. I think that they are dealing with

Dr. Dufor

Dr. Gilbert

it. I think that they have just not completed their deliberations.

Print: Dr. Gilbert, can we address a question to that? It would appear to us, that first
of all. the committee to study the basic program turned out the original two proposals
which later became proposals A a nd B, and
then proposa ls C and D were results of the
All-College Confere nce. These four proposals were then submitted to some kind of
referendum, and .t he "communit y" indicated that it favored proposal D . Are you
telling us, then, that the curriculum .council
did not have to use these indications as
guidelines, and , in fact , could produce anything they wanted after that? Is it not true,
then, that you in the curriculum council
can sit down and draw up your own proposal that isn't even similar to the other proposals, and that, in turn , the Faculty Senate can
do the same thing - go ahead and design still
another proposal that isn 't similar to the
one you conceive?

Nissim-Sabat: To come back to a previ ous point, it was asked to what the powers
of the Faculty were. Under the old constitution and the proposed new constitution, I 0% of the Faculty can petition
for Faculty Assembly, at which point they
can move to reconsider any actio n of the
Faculty Senate. If any 10% of the Faculty
want to bring that to a vote to a full faculty, they can do so through the vehicle of
the faculty senate. It's not beyond possibility that the Faculty Senate will decide
to hold a referendum on this issue from
the whole faculty. I presume this is what
they are going to do.
Forslev: If the senate concurs with the
curriculum council's recommendations
this will have to be submitted to the faculty
for a referendum.
Gilbert: I, a member of the curriculum
council received the results of the votes
from Dr. Dufour but never received a .precise statement that we are in fact to consider
this thing as a binding vote. Honestly, at the
start of this entire thing, this matter being
considered by the curriculum council, I
, wanted to know, what are the guidelines,
how are we to operate? Are we only to consider the recommendations put out by that
particular committee, Curricula A and B,
that they put out? To what extent are we to
be limited or delimited by their efforts? After all, they were a dully constituted body,
they did in fact produce a document.
To what extent were problems raised by
the fact that C urriculum D which did receive the majority vote. but which contained factors which made it a n illegal document as far as the curriculum council was
concerned? The curriculum council could
n@t consider such matters as grading. so
they had to ignore certain aspec ts of it. My
question at the beginning of this entire matter was what are we to be guided by. what
are our limitations? The reply to me by the
represen tatives of the ad ministrati on in the
curriculum council was that we are not limited by anything. The curriculum council
had the right to come up with anything they
wanted and that was our charge.

Nissim-Sabat: I'll answer that from a
mathematical point of view. It's true that D
won a slight plurality over A , B, or C, but I
can very well see that if anybody objects to
one little point in A, then he's for A, but if
he objects to one little point in A then he
says, "I'll vote for D. If we get D, we can
get all of A except the one little point I
object to." Therefore, I don't think its a
valid vote because it's a normal choice
between comparable alternatives. Proposals A, B, and .C are quite similar. The
three of them combined far-out polled proposal D . Something like 60 to 40. One
could very well say that the curriculum
council feels it's mandate is to go more
along the direction of A, B, and C, rather
than D. If you go by ...
Forslev: You imply, mor~ or less, that,
after all this is going on, after the committee
-reviews the basic curriculum for many
hours. and comes up with some proposals.
and then after the 1hree-da y conference's
results were published, that in the eyes of
the Curriculum council this was all wasted
time. It wasn ·t. because the curriculum
council read a ll the proposals. These four
were certainly a very good cross-section of
the feelings of the entire co mmunity . What
the Curriculum Counci l has to do is balance the feelings of the college communit y.
cont'd on page 2
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Discussion continues!
Cont'd fro m page I
We actua lly have a C urriculum committee to act as a watchdog and see that aca demic standards are uph e ld and that the student does not suffer. So the curriculum
council is actually the meltingpot. They
have to balance all of these things out , a nd
they use all of these things to come up with
tl;teir recommendation . I don 't think that t
should be implied that they are not aware of
these recommendations.
Gilbert: I would like to point out that no
matter what the Curriculum council recommends, the ultimate decision will be
m3:de by the faculty. If what we have produced is turned down by the faculty assembly we start over again. But from the beginning, as was pointed out by Dr. Forslev, we
did use all of the information that was at our
disposal. The results of the ACC and the
program committee were balanced against
each other, and we tried to come up with
what we considered to be reasonable compromises, and we submitted these through
the proper channels to be considered by the
college community.
Martindale: Dr. Gilbert, what is the current status of the programs as they now
stand?
Gilbert: First of all, the decision was
made to provide both a structured and an
unstructured track .
Nissim-Sabat: Excuse me. We will select
one or the other, right?
Gilbert: All of them. The curriculum
council will forward to the faculty senate all
of the following proposals which I will enumerate. There is liberal a rts-sciences structured track, consistin g of thirty hours of ,
core . There are 42 hours of core required
for structured Educati o n. This is prima ry
a nd seconda ry. Both these groups, with
very s light va ri a nce, will ha ve 4 2 hours required . These three, you might say, represent the so-ca lled structured curricula.
Glockner: I want to interrupt you a nd
inquire how man y representatives of the
C ollege of Education dealt with the question of the number of hou rs to be a llocated
to the structured curri cu lum .
Gilbert: I believe D r. Stevens a nd M r~.
Cook were there, and we all had literature
provided to us that described in detail what
are the state certification requirements.
Glockner: Are you aware that the individua l departments within the college of
Education are presently concerned with
just this problem and are offering their
ideas as to the type of curriculum that
would be best for the college of education?
And that we have not come to any conclusion in this matter?
Gilbert: No, I was not aware of that. We
more or less took it fo r..granted that the education representatives that were on the curriculum council, and the literature provided to us, gave us as much information
that we could intelligently use.
Glockner: There is another factor, too.
The State Certification board issued a statement to. us as to the limitations within the
college of education, and we are working in
the direction we think , with discretion and
with great care to determine what would be
the best possible education within the
framework of the required courses, and also
the suggestions made by the state certification board. Similarly, we are concerned
with ENCA TE certification. These are factors that need to come out of the college of
Ed . It is my own view, and I only speak for
myself, that we need a separate curriculum
council for the college of ed . The college of
liberal arts and sciences should have their
own curriculum council if this is to be handled equitably .
Gilbert: One way or the other, this is
what was produced for the primary and secondary education--right or wrong.
Glockner: Without consulting either of
those departments?
Gilbert: Again, there was a represent<;1 tive from the education department there
and we had this literature and we dealt with
it as reasonably and intelligently as we
could .
Byron: The deans of the colleges of education and liberal arts we re invited and Dr.
Scales did not come . rm not sure that he
was invited .
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field he must listen to hi s department, and
take a sequence of courses?
Gilbert: I don 't quite understand the desires of the people who are talking about a
completely structured program. I can understa nd that they would want to cut down
on the numbe r of required hours. It see ms
to me that those programs which we have
called structured are already, in fact a large
step in the direction of an unstructured program.
Nissim-Sabat: I think the advocates of
the unstructured program have a s pecific
theory in mind - saying that a student does
best if he elects the courses he's going to
take. I think these people are being a little
illogical when they allow departments to set
up major requirements . Now I think these
people will be quite ready at this point to
give up and say, well maybe there shouldn 't
be any departmental requirements either.
Let them just be given a certain number of
credits necessary to graduate. Let the student pick 129 credits as he sees fit. Then
again I say what theorem of education theory says that a person who gets 129 credits is
an educated person, while someone who
takes 126 isn't? Obviously the 129 credit
requirement is just as artificial. Finally we
come to this point: If you're going to set up
an unstructured program, you have no business setting up any requirements. If this
were possible I would be for it. What I object to is the loose structure within the lack
of structure.

Gilbert: Dr. Hudson did come .
Glockner: Had Dr . Sachs been invited,
he would ha ve elucidated on the matte r that
I ha ve just discussed .
Print: Lel us la y out the various plans
that Dr. Gilbert was about to enumerate, so
tha t they ca n be discussed .
Dt. Gilbert: The unstructured program
is in the prQcess of being voted on yet , so I
cannot really say whether or not it, in fact ,
has been passed by the curriculum council.
Is it parliamentary allowable for me to mention or describe this program before it has
been voted upon?
Forslev: -»erhaps you could tell us how
the curriculum council defines the unstructured program.
Gilbert: The motion was that we should
have, as an unstructured program no requirements whatsoever for the core. The
only requirement would be those dictated
by the major department. Whether or not
this is to be on an experimental basis, having a control group of students taking part-limiting it to a certain group of students or
not--that represents the unstructured program. They're still in the process of voting
on it. If the curriculum council votes it
down , of course, we have to start over again.
Or we have to-start from scratch with a mutually acceptable unstructured program.

Dufour: Oh, thank Uod !
Forslev: Well , I'd be hard pressed to have
to recommend that! I would feel that it
would be my responsibility as an educator
to direct that student . This would be recommending courses outside the field , but I get
the idea from the C urriculum council that
the departments should only specify
courses within the field .
Gilbert: That's not correct. The major
department would have the total responsibility - not only for those courses that are
exactly within the department, but the periferal courses .
Forslev: But this could turn out to be a
highly structured program.
Robertson: That's quite possible . That
d-oesn't mean that it would be just like the
original situation. I remember some of the
reasons the students gave in the conference
for wanting this kind of program in the first
place, and I think that it's instructive to remember those reasons, because so far the
things we've been talking about don't really
touch on that. It's possible that those reasons could be met by the unstructured program that's proposed now.
One of the objections that I heard from a
number of students about the present program was not to a broad education, and it
was not to ·being advised to take many
things as you're advocating, by one's major
adviser, but rather the criticism is that they
felt they had no leverage in a situation
where certain courses are required, and if a
student feels (rightly or mistakenly) that required courses a re being rende red indifferently, inasmuch as there's no method of
bringing pressure to bear on th em anyhow
by voting with your feet, as we say, students
felt tha t they needed a situation where alternatives could be introduced when they
feel dissatisfied with a given course. That
could ha ppen , it see ms to me, in a progra m
that 's highl y structured or not. Stude nts
seem to be in fa vor of more interaction with
faculty me m bers in the ir departments.
Gilbert: I fee l th at the students ca n wind
up bein g hurt by a no-structure progra m.
Although you have posed a valid point
about the students having the a bility to vote
with their feet , a significant number of the
stude nts will , if th ey're given total freedo m.
simp·Jy go for those courses which a re the
easiest . And if nothing is required , I feel
th at a substa ntia l numbe r of students a re
simpl y going to take those courses w hic h
are snap A's and B's. Another point: in any
new program there are details not seen by
the originators of these new programs.
They' re mortal humans, so mista kes a re
made. But who is hurt by these mistakes? In
this attempt to help the student by giving
him his freedom , I see a lot of people being
hurt.
Robertson: That reminds me of something that came up in a class discussion today, where a student was describing a personal situation where she was damned if she
did one thing and damned if she did the
opposite. There was no way out of this dilemma. Nevertheless she did have a general
feeling about it that there was some value in
having the ability of deciding which misery
she was to endure.
Dufour: A thought. I wonder if the major
cause of students' being hurt, and the major
cause of students' being angry over courses
isn·t really something Al mentioned already . Faculty irresponsibility . Regardless
of the program or the structure, what
we' re getting down into here is that if the
college is going to work, it's really up to
the faculty.

Dr. Martindale, Dr. Missim, Dr. Sabat, Dr. Forslev
Martindale: What you have agreed upon
by vote is the 38 hour liberal arts and sciences and the two 42 houred programs.
Gilbert: We have, in effect, finished all
the structured programs. The thing that
we're in the process of considering now is
the unstructured program. ~
Martindale: What's your feeling as to the
unstructured program, is there to be lots of
discussion yet?
Gilbert: To be perfectly honest with you,
it's impossible to speak off the record. But
this is my personal view. I don't see why it
should take so long to define zero . .Part of
our charge was to come up with an unstructured program. Seems to me by definition
an unstructured program is zero.
Martindale: Is there an understanding
when you're discussing this that an unstructured program is not zero hours out of a
eepartment - that the student's department
will have requirements?

Robertson: Because we have people involved with this, and because we are making decisions by voting, it's not, I think.
highly expectable that we' re going to be entirely consistent with any principle.
Forslev: Psychologists might say we
should give individuals more freedom of
choice, and, perhaps learn by this process.
But on the other hand, we realize that faculty members - educators - have a certain resp_o nsibility to these students. In other
words, we don't want the students to hurt
themselves by taking just anything they
want during their college career. I always
thought that this was the reason to let the
guidance or direction be up to the individual departments, and that the major departments would more or less guide students
through the unstructured program. That
may happen as a result of this is that the
unstructured program may turn out to be
much more highly structured than any of
the other proposals. In other words, if I
were advising a student in this so-called
unstructured track . of what he would need
to get into graduate school. or to be a good
geologist . I would advise him in order to be
a scientist that he should certainly take
courses in English. and writing - things of
this nature. He should also take courses in
economics. geography. and even psychology ...

Gilbert: This was the second part of the
requirement. That the only requirements
would be those specified by the department.
Nissim-Sabat: I think I understand the
logic behind people saying we should have
an unstructured core . But how do advocates
of this unstructured program come to feel
that students should have major requirements? What is the logic insofar as learning
theory that says. outside his department a
student may pick and choose. but within his
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"The theory of <L free JJress is that the
truth will emerge from free r e porting and
free discussion, not that it will be presented perfectly and instuntly in any one
account." - Walter Lippman

DR. GILBERT WRITES
SOME MORE
Now let us consider what Program D
The Print sponsored a curriculum conference o-nfuesday, November 25. This actually has to offer the students. Freeconference was chaired by Ken Davis. dom is the answer. Freedom to do what?
The faculty participants were Ors. Du- Drown. When the proponents of the total
four, Forslev, Gilbert, Glockner, Martin- freedom curriculum are asked about the
dale, Nissam-Sabat and Robertson. The harm a student can do to himself by "copstudent participant was Jay Byron. During ping out" for the easy A and B courses
the course of this conference some points their answer is that the student must lear~
and remarks were made which I would to be responsible. Moreover, they continue, if the students does not learn responsilike to explore further.
One of the arguments raised for Pro- bility and completes four years of college
gram D by its proponents is that -students with ~ worthless piece of paper, he has
c:1n " vote with their feet' against irrespon- only himself to blame. It seems to me that
sible faculty . But, at the same time, they t~is. system of teaching responsibility is
also say that it will be the students' res- s imilar to the method of teaching
ponsibility more than ever--under Program swimming wherein a person is suddenly
D . or any other highly unstructured pro- thrown into a swimming pool. If he
gram--to seek out and obtain guidance drowns, it is just too bad! since he has
from faculty members in their academic only himself to blame.
I still believe that more students will be
pursuits. How is an entering freshman to
distinguish the responsible from the irres- harmed than aided by a highly unstruc:
ponsible faculty? • Who will protect the tured program. There are more
student who mistakenly chooses an "irres- non-swimmers than swimmers at NISC
ponsible" faculty member as a counselor? and I cannot in clear conscience say ''too
Maybe the responsible faculty should pub- bad" when even one student drowns. I
lish a guide to the faculty with responsi- sympathize with the responsible, mature
student who is capable of self-guidance
bility ratings.
. Let us suppose that the majority of the but I cannot "kiss-off" those students who
students do manage to gravitate to res- need a structured program.
If I may quote from Durant's Lessons of
ponsible faculty members for guidance.
This, if anything, seems like an anti-merit History:
Out of every hundred new ideas ninesystem. The irresponsible faculty member
will sit back and draw the same salary as ty-nine or -more will probably be inferior
the responsible faculty member who has to the traditional response which they prothe onerous load of committee and council pose to replace. No one man however
work, research and publications efforts brilliant or well-informed, can c~me in on~
now further aggravated by a possible ava- -lifetime to such fullness of understanding
lanche of students seeking to know what as to safely judge and dismiss the ·customs
or institutions of his society for these are
courses should be taken next term.
In answer to these questions, I have the wisdom of generations ~fter centuries
been assured that the irresponsible facul- of experiment in the laboratory of history.
Sincerely,
ty--tenured and otherwise--can somehow
R .L. Gilbert
be eliminated!

PRINT SAYS:
FACULTY SENATE
STEPS INTO PICTURE
The Curriculum Council will tomorrow programs, and the community has extransmit to the Faculty Senate its rec- pressed such a sincere desire for at least
ommendation on curriculum. The proposal the option of those unstructured plans, it
breaks curricula down into three areas, as now remains the Senate's duty to ammend
Dr. Gilbert pointed out in this week's dis- the proposals to include an unstructured
option in all three tracks - Elementary and
cussion.
The Faculty Senate must act swiftly on Secondary Ed, and Liberal Arts .
this matt~r if the new curriculum plan is to
The present Curriculum Council probe implimented by next September. But,
as we see it, the Senate has still another posal for an option only in the LAS track
responsibility. Since the Council has made is not sufficient. We hope that aware
only a small provision for unstructured Faculty ·Senators will realize this.

D-iscussion on curriculum
cont'd from page 2
Gilbert: Certainly it goes without saying
that you can put the blame on both ends the faculty and the students.
Dufour: To say that if you give a student
too much freedom he's going to crack up or
something like that, that seems to me to miss
the whole po int of the freedom. You give
him the freedom because you know that he
can seek effective teaching and guidance in
the context of freedo m. The freedom you
talk a bout is virtually useless unless he has
good, sound options.
Print: We a re getting somewhat pressed
for time. Would it be possible, at this time,
since we have three scientists and three psychologists, representing a rather broad
spectru m of opinion , to ask each of you , as a
kind of summatio n, to outline your own
personal views on the relative merits of
"structured versus unstructured progra ms?
Robertson: My first reaction is that I
don't think that we can get where we want
to go all in one jump. Therefore at the moment I a m in favor of the unstructured program. But I quite agree with the criticisms
.we've heard from Dr. Gilbert about the
likelihood of some students deceiving
themselves. I think there'_s a problem in
that we might in principle decide that the
faculty must be very responsible and worry about every student, and yet maybe
some significant percentage may never
find their way to their adviser's office .

I think that all the criticisms that can be
made of freedom hold, but on the- other
hand, the ACC didn't just grow out of nothing. There must have been some hnd of dissatisfaction that gave rise to it.

_ When I say that I'm for this step at this
time, I don't ha ve any utopian ideas about
it. I see it as an experiment which, hopefully, will move us somewhere where we can
learn a little more and make some more adjustments .
~ufour: I think at this point I'd rather
ga mble. I'd rather gamble on something
new - on the absence of structure - not so
much because I'm expecting tremendous
and great things of the students, I think
th~y: re capable of it, but that's a secondary
pomt here, but because the absence of structure, I think, would take away power from
irresponsible faculty . That is perhaps a
more important reason for my backing the
absence of structure at this point.
Gilbert: I would like to point out- what I
consider to be a fairly significant point.
That complaints have been made that there
are irresponsible faculty here . This is certainly the case - there are irresponsible faculty but at the same time I should like to
make the point that by going to an unstructured curriculum don't you see that you are
putting the kids in the hands of the same
irresponsible faculty, who are, in fact, going to hurt them worse? Now they're going
to have to go to the irresponsible faculty
member for guidance . Another point is that
perhaps the kids will avoid the irresponsible
faculty member. But think of what you' re
doing to the responsible faculty member.
It's up to them anyway, but there's a limit
to the load that any faculty member can
bear. I submit to you that it is possible
that the " responsible" (as decided by the
students) faculty member will be buried.
Cont'd on page 4
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. By the way, th is is the Northeastern PRINT p,i'bI,shed at Northeastern Illinois State College, Bryn
Mow_r at St. Louis. Chicago. Opin ions expressed
herein are not necessarily those of the adm in i stration but rather those of the contributor solely.
Address comments to E-45 .

o~i;:

-This week' s stoffbox contest is a test .of- not
you~ capacity to remember our names but also it is
des,!!ned to tax your sense of honesty. One of the
requirements this week is asking you. not to look at
~ny pr~vious issues for the answers to th is matching quiz. You must draw upon your memory to
match the letters w ith the corresponding positions.
The official PRINT rules board hos set these
"Contest Rules 11 1. Match the name/names to the corresponding
position utilizing the letter-number match ~ystem
devised in Poland 1969.
·
··
2 . Bring your entry down to the PRINT office
(E45) sometime today or tomorrow. (late entries will
not be tolerated).
3. Use ink and print.
This weeks big winner is September 14th.
Lost week we ran the fill-in-the-blanks stoffbox
contes! and we have three winners, well, actually
two winners and one runner-up. The winners were
K~thy Stewart and Chris Zydlo. They will win some!hmg ._ We haven't decided what, but will announce
it during the week. So Kathy and Chris would you
please contact Lorry Spaeth in the PRINT office.
The runner-up was Melvyn A . Skvorlo'. He was
not named a winner. because his entry was late
and he was snotty. He hod the nerve to correct 0
m i ss~elling in the stoffbox ond was not very nice at
all w,th one -of our editors. He is, in fact, lucky that
he wasn't disqualified completely. He may thank
the ben.evolent nature of us in the PRINT · office
for that.
0
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End of the discussion~
Cont'd from page 3
· and you may learn nothing in courses that
Dufour: What a way to go!
Gilbert: The burden can, in fact, be- were taught over and over to you. Therecome insurmountable for this individual.
fore, a clear distinction must be made
Insofar as my opinion on the struc- around here. What we're talking about is
t~.r~sf . versus unstructured pro~ram. what's being taught, not what's being
Quite simply, I'm for the structured pro- learned. Again, some people learn what's
gram. For reasons which I've mentioned being taught, Soine learn more, some less.
before. I realize that dialog is necessary at We're trying to figure out a curriculum for
any time for progress to be made. But at the six thousand, an·d eventually as many as
same time, I believe more of the students ten thousand undergraduates in this colwill be hurt than not by an unstructured lege. We have to have all of them in mind
program. I believe that it is a more reason- as a society - a community - as well as
- - - - -- -.
able procedure to take a look at our peer individual atoms.
institutions and see what type of things they
are doing. I think that there ate practical
necessities. I think the kids of this school
,1ave to be concerned about trivial things
like jobs, graduate schools, and things likel
that. In an experimental program, I think
you must face the fact that not every school,
every graduate school , every principal is
going tb be jumping over herself in an attempt to get this individual to go to work for
them. The fact remains that kids who go to
school under an experimental program are,
in fact, bein_g experimented upon .
Martindale: Well, I think the term
"unstructured" is unfortunate. It is my
feeling that the student should have, and
be trained and supported, in the essential
responsibility of his own education. That
seems to be what they're saying time and
time again - that they want a choice in it,
they don't ·want 100 hours of their education to be predetermined for them. I ihink
that if they do go to irresponsible faculty if the students themselves are irresponsible, that this is where the burden is, Let
them discover it, and then support them
when they seek help or guidance later on.
I don't know how we can stand and say
that we're going to impose education on
someone - it just doesn't come that way.
What we may consider a proper education
may not be an education at all to the one
concerned. Whether we as a college or we
as departments ever come around to realizing what's being told to us - daily about this business, it's going to happen
without us . . It's happening. It's already
occuring. I really hear them saying, all ·
right, so I don't know which way to go,
but let me join in the choice of discovering
which way to go, and then ·support me
when I make the choices. So they bomb
out? So they fall? 0 .K. Let them learn!
That to me is education. They're so sick
of being told how to .feel, how to behave,
how to act. I think that part of their col.lege experience should be for us to help
them find their way through the various
disciplines and sciences, and I don't see
them doing it with most of their education
being predetermined for them.
Nissim-Sabat: Philosophicatfy : l;m- in ·
favor of the unstructured program - that's
the one I've followed all my life. But practically I follow this unstructured curriculum :within a very structured curriculum in
society. Namely what you learn when you
get to college depends on you , and what's
taught depends on the college. The two
need not correspond. You may learn a lot
about things you were never taught about,

and as a result, looking at this, I think that
what most places · want is a broad background. They don't want scientists trained
all through undergraduate work strictly at
a scientific discipline. They want them to
have a broad exposure to the basic fields
of knowledge. At least this is my opinion.
And the broad fields of knowledge, at
least as the curriculum council defines it,
would be the humanities, the arts, the social sciences, and the natural sciences. So
I feel that the best thing would be to have
some sort of program with minimum structure so that the student has as many options as possible in each of the divisions.
What this amounts to is essentially what
you are calling structured programs. But I
personally would feel, and would hope,
that there should be many more options
that are presently available to students. I
favor options because in this way a
student does have a chance to get away
from ·the incompetent faculty member, and
he has the opportunity to take subjects in
which he is interested, so it is a structure,
but with more options then have been proposed so far.
Maybe if we go to a structured program
the individual departments will come up
with more options within their basic areas
of knowledge. I really think that the
so-called unstructured program may turn
out to be too highly structured when it's
left up to a faculty member to designate
what courses his majors should take.

I

Dr. Robertson

I

A.C.E.

I think it would be very unfortunate if the
unstructured curriculum should go
through and give so much power. to the students' advisers. Because here we'll have the
power to structure every student's curriculum. If a student comes to me I will definitely require him to take psychology, but if
he goes to Dr. Forslev; the chances are that
he will not require him to take psychology.
Do you see how this student's education is
left to chance? That's not freedom. I think
we have to face the fact that we have average students who come from very inadequate high schools. If our high school
system were in any way adequate I would
not be in favor of a core curriculum. But we
have students who come to our college who
-lack the mere essentials of knowledge. I
have students in every one of my classes
who don't know that the earth goes around
the sun . Why should we allow this to continue? Isn't there a minimum core of what we
could call human knowledge - such that
even a psychologist should know that the
earth goes around the sun and not the
other way around

A STUDENT AID UNION IS BEING
ORGANIZED
AT NORTHEASTERN
All students aides contact
one ol the following.

Forslev: I can't pass .up the opportunity
to comment on one thing that you said. A
.couple of nights ago Franklyn McCormick
on WGN, who comes out with pearls of
wisdom once in a while, said that industry
is asked why they have so many poor
people working for them, and they blame
.it on the colleges. You go to the college
professor, and he says that the high school
preparation is terrible. And you go to the
high school teacher and he says, well, you
should see what we get from the elementary schools . You go to · the elementary
schools, and its, you should see what we
get from the primary grades. You go there,
and they say, well, preparation begins in
kindergarten, and that's terrible, and the
kindegarten teacher says that preparation
begins at home, and you go to the mother,
and she says, well it's no wonder - look at
the father's parents!
But getting back to my feelings about
structured or unstructured programs, I
feel that the student should have as many
options as possible so that he is not relegaied to taking specified courses from
specified people that might not give him
what he needs. But we have to do this in
the framework of what is best for the
student, and then we get to the question,
what should somebody get out of a college
education? On this, of course, everybody
has his own views, so my policy would be
this: The only concrete thing I would have
to go on is what graduate schools require
for admission, what industry looks · for;
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Delbert
Breckenfeld's
·3rd Column
Last week, in the interview with progressive rock disc jockey Jefferson Scott, we got on
the subject of local groups; such as the Flock and Chicago (C.T.A.), having to leave
Chicago to make it big. Another group to add to that.list is the Bangor Flying Circus, who, ·
after years of unsuccessful engagements in 'Chicago, finally went to the West Coast where
they recently attained success in musical acceptance and in cutting an album.
On their first LP, " Bangor Flying Circus" (Dunhill DS50069), the three man group
shows that they have mastered the fusion of Jazz into Rock and visa versa. Basically, their
sound is Hammond Organ sandwiched between drums, guitar, and piano-bass. Their songs
constantly break into various te mpos and rhyt-hms, which are mainly Jazz influenced. The
sound is built on the drumming of Mike Tegza (formerly of H.P. Lovecraft), who lays
down a solid foundation within the context of the Jazz rhythms. However, this is not like
the Jazz drumming that characterized the Be-Bop era of 25 years ago, where it was mainly
cymbal work based on triplet feeling. Tegzas' style is much more complex and snare-bass
drums dominated, which shows the rock influence. These rhythms are most prominent in
the song "Ode to Sadness", which begins as a Rock-type number, but then breaks into
driving Jazz that includes measures of 4/4, 11 /8, and 5/4 time .
The keyboard work is provided by one of the two lead vocalists, David " Hawk" Wolinski, who also writes most of the original material. On songs like "Someday I'll Find", he
not only performs excellent leads and accompaniment on both piano and organ, but also
unique bass work on the percussion piano-bass, which is a very interesting instrument
because the notes it produces are stronger and sustain longer than a bass guitar.
·
The third member, "Addison" Al DeCarlo, is not only a strong vo~alist of the "Vanilla
Fudge", slow-vibrato type, but in my opinion, one of the · finest Rock guitarists to ever
come out of Chicago. He constantly manipulates the tone control of his guitar to make
each run vary in tonality. He has such a complete knowledge of the instrument that he can
sing with it, against it, and in haromony with it, while playing the smoothest, fastest, and
most original riffs.
On the last cut on the album, an instrumental version of the Beatles "Noiwegian
Wood", the band is at their best, working all the previously mentioned effects into a great
example of musical awareness. They change the chord progression of the song, but by
keeping the original melody, they produce an i"nteresting sound. As each member comes
forward to do a lead, the others fall back and follow him, constantly accenting his solo.
The songs cannot stand up alone, rather, they depend upon the perfect execution of
Bangor's musical dynamics.
Now the question is why did these musicians, good by anybody's standards, have to leave
the city to become successful? Jeff Scott seemed to think that it was because of a lack of
both promotion and places to play. I agree with him; however, I believe that there is a more
basic cause that underlies all of the reason; that is, the poor acceptance of this type of group
by the majority of Chicago listeners .
I had the pleasure of watching the Bangor Flying Circus progress from their early
beginning into the music they play today. I also had the misfortune to seeing their music
fall on dead ears because they didn't play "dance'.' music. Most of these kids that refuse to
listen to them are known as "Soul Freaks". Because each has their own opinion, I'm not
saying whether Chicago Soul music is good or bad . It's just that these types are hostile
towards, and refuse to listen to anything that is not Soul-type music, It's. a shame because it
is the listener, not the group, that suffers. A good group will make it big eventually. What I
am saying is that Chicago is not a music ghetto. It is just a matter of the people having to set
their standards higher and give our more progressive groups a chance. God knows, t~e
Chicago groups have certainly done their part.
(Next week: The Rolling Stones Today)

•

BOARD EXAM (;UT-OFF DATE
MISPRINTED - PLEASE SHOW
UP FOR INTERVIEWS,
PLACEMENT ~SKS
The November 12th issue of PRINT carried an advertisement from the Chicago
Board of Education, Board of Examiners
regarding the December 29, 1969 examination. The list of titles included Geography and foreign languages and many of our
secondary students were interested in these
areas. The "ad" which· was prepared by a
firm for the Board stated erroneously that
·students who completed all requirement
by July I , I 970 were eligible to take the
examination. The correct cut-off date as
issued in the official circular ~f the Board
of Examiners was February I, I 970.
Therefore, · any student who would complete all requirements for the degree by
·that date · was eligible to take the examination . April 1970 graduates would not be
eligible. Students should remember that
some of these deadline dates a ppl y only to
examinations prepared by the Board because no suitable N .T.E. examination in a
particular field exists. As in the past, students who seek certificates in areas for

-which a suitable N .T .E . examination exists
and is required, have much more leeway.
An N .T.E. score is "good" for a three year
p •,dod. This allows for much more flexibility as far as taking ohe written portion of the
certification procedure is concerned .
The Placement Office wishes to remind
students who sign up for interviews to be
sure to make an appearance . We have not
been deluged for reguests for recruitment
from non-teaching sources because we are
not a source of engineers and business and
technical majors. We are pursuing a policy
of earnestly recruiting the recruiters. On
Friday, November 14, 1969, a prime agency was on campus to recruit and had a list
of 7 students who had signed up for interviews. Of the 7, four fai led to show up for
their a ppointments. Students are urged to
call in and cancel if they cannot appear.
This a llows other students to get interview
time and acts an encouragement for repeated recruitme'nt dates on the part of the
employer.
• •
•••
·· · •, • • ·• · ·

PRINT'S ADVISER WRITES
A STORY!
made the tropical scene, corning from 43
-states, the District of Columbia, and Canada. There were 52 speakers and over I 00
exhibitors and guests. There were also
about a half dozen students from our sister
school, as we were wont to say, Chicago
State College. The last statistic isn't particularly exciting until one remembers that our
· student allocations and Fees Committee cut
out all travel money for the newspaper. It
The official hosts of the convention are l _seems ironic that a trip of a lifetime, an eduthe Associated Collegiate Press and the Nacation of a lifetime has to be scrapped in
tional Council of College Publications Adsuch an arbitrary fashion, but who knows
visers, and they presented a program ·that
what evil lurks in the hearts of men?
included everything from crash courses on
Another feature of the ·Press Convention
newspaper photography to sessions on
has been the introduction of excellent, uncampus radicals and rebellion; four-letter
released movies that are attended free . The
words in the press; the tendency of college
movie companies, of course, hope the edipapers-to _go "independent ;" and the
tors will review the films and drum up busicurious relationship of editor-adviser-presiness (see the review of Goodby Mr. Chips
dent-board in time of joy and time of libel.
elsewhere among these pages.) Last year,
Over the past four or five years I have
the students and advisers say The Fixer and
been amazed at the practicality of the whole
this year were treated to Mr. Chips, The
thing; the-no nonsense approach , the lack · Sterile Cuckoo, and Futz.
of boring papers that interested no one-inYet still another joy of such a convention
cluding the speakers; and the vast amount
is meeting exciting people from schools tothat students and advisers learned from
tally different from our own. This year I
each other.
·
had lunch and a most interesting discussion
Over the years I have been particularly
with Tommy Oder, sports editor of Tbe
impressed by the depth, the knowledge, and
Paladin, the weekly paper at F urman Unigood sense expressed by Mr. Louis Berman, versity -- deep in the heart of South Caroadviser to the huge Michigan State daily; by
lina. He was a serious, enthusiastic journalElizabeth Barnes, adviser to the Stephens
ist, and, above all, had a deep concern for
College newspaper in Columbia, Missouri ,
the quality of his school a nd his school paand also 1;,y Arthur Sandy Sanderson, one of per. Anyone could perceive instantly that
the advisers at the University of South Florhe was a sportswriter who was certainly _no
ida, Tampa. The energy and ability of Dario
Dave Green -- he had brains. (And I could
Politella, outgoing president of NCCPA,
go 15 rounds right now with Dave Green,
has also been a source of amazement.
but not over a pool table.)
This .y ear 1334 students and advisers
-- E. M. Liebow

Probably the most exciting, most educational, and most interesting annual convenlion is the one sponsored jointly by _those
old generation gappers -- the peppy college
newspaper editors and the erstwhile old
men called advisers (I could still go ten
rounds with Ken Qavis any day of the
week). This year's convention in Miami was
no exception .

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
CLUB HOLDS RECEPTION
The foreign language club .of Northeastern .sponsored a reception for those
participating in N ISC's exchange program
with Puerto Rico. The exchange teachers
with the Board of Education from Puerto
Rico who attended are Sylvia Sato - Diaz,
Blanca Medina, Olga Vialana, Alice Perez, Sylvia Concepcion, Lui Blanes and
Ralph Seviallana. Exchange students at
NISC from the University of Puerto Rico
are Gloria deLlovio, Mayra Ramos and

Carlos A . Pons. N ISC's exchange professor from Pakistan is Dr.. Ajmal Makdum.
Distinguished guests were Mrs . Kaisner,
Director of German schools in Chicago
and Mrs. H. Sholdin from the Board of
Education, Language Division. Administrators present were Dr. and Mrs. Wm.
Howenstein and Dean Zimmerman. Entertainment for the evening was provided
by a choir of young children from the German schools.

Folk Dance Festival A Success
On Tuesday Nov . 25 , the Folk Dance lively music, rattling tambourines and flirClub and the Square Dance Club held a
tatious steps.
Dance Festival in the auditorium beginning
·The Tinikling followed, which is a
at I :00 p.m. The program began with the
favorite dance in the Philippines, and
Polish Suite--the Biali Mazur. This dance
then the hat dance, The 'El Jarabe Tapatio,
was originally a dance of the Polish nobilbegan. This is the national dance of Mexico .
ity, and now is one of the most popular PolThe Spanish influence can be seen in the
ish dances. This was follo\Yed by the Kujastamping steps of the dance. The colorful
wiak Oberek, which were folk dances from
and fascinating program ended with an IsNorthwest Poland.
·
·
raeli Suite featurin~ the Im Hashachar. a
Then followed the Irish dances, and the
lovely dance in Yemenite style, the HanokGypsy Suite, whiclywere j,lone by the Folk
dim, a couple dancing to show Yemenite
Dance Club. The American Square Dance . and Arabic influences, and the Hora Mamwas done by the Square Dance Club memtera, a spirited modern Israeli dance.
bers. The European Medley consisted of
The costumes were beautifully and a udances from Germany and England, and
thentically made and the entire program
the Jota from Badajos was a Spanish dance.
was handled with obvious professionalism .
In this the hands and heels work together as
The Dance Festival proved to be a fascinthe dancers accompany themselves with
castanets. The Tarantella DiPeppina, the
ating experience for the participants and
national dance of Italy, was performed with
the audience.

THE ·FLIP SIDE
3314 W. FOSTER• 478-1490
STEREO L.P.'s-$3. 19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5.50
MONAURAL L.P.'s-$1.00

HOURS ,
DAI LY 10-5,30
MON & THUR 10-9
SAT 10-5

25c off on a
$3 Purchase with
this ad!
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PRINT

REVIEW

Mr . .Chips

One of the highlights of the recent journalism convention down Florida way, was a
private showing of the new " musical "
by Barb Ulman
Ii Goodbye Mr. Chips, an MGM film starring
Peter O'Toole and a screen newcomer of
The Forum of Wright J C sponsors a discussion of the Arab-Israeli dispute tonite . Two
" Downtown" fame , Petula Clark . The nagradua tes from the Center for Middle Eas t Studies at the University of Chicago will
tion's young editors had distinct advanparticipate : Tarif Al Khalidi , a native Palestinian and Sonja Becker, an Israeli combat
tage over the oldtimers, for anyone who sat
veteran. The debate begins at 8 PM in Wright"s auditorium.
in that Miami theatre that stormy afternoon
If a discussion on the .. holy war" sparks no interest, how about a lecture on The Descent
was full of memories of the old Robert Doof the Dove and Witchcraft by Charles Williams? Professor Chad Walsh, department of
nat-Greer Garson version of the forties, for
English at Beloit College, will speak at DePaul's Center theater at 8 PM . This marks the
which both performers were nominated for
third lecture in the series "Myth, Allegory and Gospes in Twentieth Century Literature."
Oscars. Memories, in fact , flooded this obAdmission is free for both lectures.
server's mind faster than the water from the
• Only about fifty people , mostly faculty members, participated in IITs Fall Conference.
Although student interest lagged, persons attending felt the conference benficial as a start. _ gale-like storm was flooding that lovely
Florida movie-house .
A committee on pass-fail discussed the possibility of having one course per semester falling
It took little time indeed, however, to
under this grading, as long as the course is not considered an integral part of a student's
shut out the old and savor the new, for if
major or minor. Course evaluation by instructors and students was agreed upon, insofar
nothing else (and there is plenty) the camera
a s only ,the individual teacher would receive the detailed information contained in the
alone bedazzles the vision. The scenes of the
questionnaire. Members of the conference placed particular emphasis on an increased
lush green English countryside, and the filifaculty- student contact. Suggestions to improve communications were faculty-student
greed views of ancient Greece seem to be
meetings, dinners, and informal gab sessions on a regular basis, an informal gathering
made of gossamer: breath-taking tapestries
place for students and faculty, and coffee hours involving different departmental students
of color that seem crotcheted on the screen
and faculty .
-- panaramic needlepoint:
John K: Harris has divided the student population into three classes. A senior social '
O'Toole, who says he got his mental picscientist for a data processing firm in Virginia, Mr. Harris puts high school and college
ture of Mr. Chips from an old photograph
students in a~ least one of the categories: Conformers ("straight" or " absurd"); system
of James Joyce (of all people), does indeed
dissenters ("changers" or "distorters" ); and losers ("alienates·: or "isolates").
look like the Irish novelist and turns in an
Straight conformists are mostly middle-class whites who regard their education as "releexcellent performance, making marvelous
vant and they see themselves as being in the mainstream of American society." The other
use of his hands and eyes. Miss Clark, while
conformers (" plastic hippies") are dissatisfied with the system and think it's absurd.
no Greer Garson as an actress, is most con'These are the guys who conform during the week, but who don't have an opportunity in
vincing as' a music hall gal who is tired of
their work to do things relevant to their own lives." As soon as these people get home,
the bright lights, but the performance of,
"they put on wigs to cover up the crew cuts and go out to participate in nonconformist
performances is turned in by Sian Phillips
activities."
(in real life, as they say, Mr. O'Toole's
System dissenters comprise those who would change or destroy the system or who would
wife). As the sophisticated,, dissipated Urdistort it for their own selfish purposes. System changers are the student activists who
sella Mossbank, jaded actress, she comes on
work within the system. System breakers include criminals, anarchists, and idealists who
like gangbusters. With a lush role that
long for another system. But campus demonstration can involve the entire range of syswould be simple to over-do, she doesn't. Intem changers, so Mr. Harris leaves the administrator to differentiate among them.
stead, she turns in the comic performance
But most administrators should worry more about the losers--those who "leave or get
of
the year. If she is not nominated for some
pushed out of the system (alienates) as well as those who are in, but isolated." Mr. Harris
kind of award,.thenjustice hath fled to brutequated alienates with hippies, draftees, addicts, and a variety of "rejects" which include
ish beasts and man hath lost his reason.
the mentally ill and expelled students. " The other losers' category consists of students who
Through the adept use of "Song-over"
may seem to be taken into the system but never really become part of it. Activists may be the
(having the chaf~cters'tliou~hts sung by
most visible members of the college population, but the losers need more attention. Mr.
Harris concludes, "If we're talking about higher education as an investment in human
capital, and there are all those who the system can't help, then there's something wrong
with the- system."

i_'
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BUGG HOUSE PRESENTS
DANCE THIS AFTERNOON
This afternoon, Bugg House Square will
have a dance in the north dining hall from
3:00-6:00 p.m. featuring the Conqueror
Worm and Del Breckenfeld's well known
·band. The dance is open to all students here
at Northeastern.
The following week on Tuesday, Dec. 9,
from 3 :00 to 4 :00 p.m . Anita Grossman and
some of her associates will be here to speak

on the Mothers' Cooperative Nursery. Also
there will be a talk on the possibility of beginning an Uptown Free School. There will
be an open discussion on Uptown educational conditions and possible alternatives
to the public school system. This is also
open to all students, and will be held in the
north dining hall .

DEBATERS WIN TWO AWARDS
NISC participated in debates at Bradley
University, Peoria, last week. The NISC
Forensics Union brought home two
awards .
The two teams debated in five rounds
eac h a s well as entering individua l events.
One argued affirmatively ; the other, negatively.

"TORN CURTAIN"
"Torn Curtain ", the 1967 thriller starring Julie Andrews and Paul Newman , will ·
be shown at the Free Evening Film Series
next Tuesday. Written by Alfred Hitchcock, "Torn Curtain tells the story of two
people in an unfriendly. European country,
and their attempts to extricate themselves.
'Torn Curtain" will be shown at 7 :30
in the auditorium .

Berne Jeweler~_:- Gifts·

· Wholesale &
Discount Prices
to All Students.
-Repairing3312 West Bryn Mawr Ave
Phone

JU

NIPER 8-1859

Marty Zelenietz, who participated in extemporaneous speaking, won an award of
excellence. Elair:ie Gertler also received
.a n award of excellence by participating in
oratory.
~- - - - - - -

Miss George Foster, director of NISCForensics, and Miss Nancy Richardson,
a ssistant debate coach, accompanied the
teams.

ART Supplies
We have What
You Need!

Student /
Discount
RICH'S HOBBYVILLE
3838 N. Cicero Ave.
545-0271
Chicago, Ill.

them-with closed mouths-while going
about their business), the story of the gentle
schoolmaster never stops flowing, and for
two hours we all willingly and tearfully become loyal alumni of Brookfield, Mr
Chip.ping's boys' school -- •~tearfully," for
no one is better than the British at genuine
honest-to-goodness pathos. When we are all
numbed by Chips' final tragedy and are sadly mourning with him, he turns inward and
asks just what has he taught the boys. With a
weary-but-resolute-indomitable- British
spirit, he says: "I suppose there was one
thing we did teach them ... how to behave to
each other. And is there anything more important to teach than that? Is there?" When
the lights came on, there wasn't a dry eye in
the theatre, and the tears mixed with rain
thoroughly soaked the carpeting underfoot.
Go see this beautiful film, and join us at
the Savoy in 1979 for Brookfield '69's tenth
reunion. Perhaps by then, we too will know
how to behave to each other. 1
--E. M. Liebo~

STOP NAIL BITING
WITH

CONCERT
HERE
FRIDAY
On the 5th of December at 8:00 P .M. the

Northeastern Illinois State College Choir,
Chamber Singers, and Madrigal Singern
will present a program in the NISC auditorium Music of Hassler, Durante, Palestrina, and Bach will be featured : The newly
formed Chamber Singers and the Madrigal
Singers will present music of 16th century
Spain and Ward Swingle arrangements of
Bach instrumental music.
Auditions for next semesters' choral
groups are now in progress, we would like
to encourage the student body not only to
attend the concert, but to consider membership in the organizations.
Concert material for next semester will
include motets of diLasso, the Handel Dettingen Te Deum and assorted smaller
works.

Now YoU can stop your nai I biting, cuticle
chewing habit, TODAY!, with STOP BITE. Let's

face it, this ugly habit is bad news. Why look
dumb, when you can be IN with long beautiful
finger nails. This amazing new product is a
glossy cover that paints on the nail surface
with a bitter taste you'll hate, and WHAM!
"STOP BITE" ends the nail biting habit, LIKE
NOW!
.
We guarantee you results, or return your money.
Buy "STOP BITE" only $1.50

AT ALL DRUG STORES

"DARK-EYES" CO., INC.
3311 W. CARROLL AVE.
CHICAGO; ILL. 60624

.

/~·~nd STOP-BITE""it !°u7'°drug store·nlient
I
j clip this out and. send, with. $1.50.
INAM~--------=----:
:ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

ICITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ISTAT

.

ZIP_ _ _

~------------CINEMA . THEATRE
CHICAGO at MICHIGAN

Phone: 944-5666

of beauty, sex and drugs:
" 'More' probably contains more footage of
naked bodies than any other film that has made it
past Plymouth Rock. It's strong stuff. A powerful .
movie about drugs. Mimsy Farmer as Estelle, is one
of the real baddies of all time, a totally amoral
person cavorts in the nude, lies, steals, makes love
to girls, and destroys every man - who falls in love
with her."
- The su·n day New York Ti mes
"A very beautiful, very
~"'
•
'l!'
romant~Nri;;:v~~~k Times
'More' is tough, candid
stuff, clearly among the
good ones ."
--National Observer
X Adults 18 & over
Students $2.00 with I.D. Cord
ever)' day but Saturday
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M.L .
Gas/rill's

NATURE
CORNER
O n Tuesday, No ve mber 25, 1969 , I asked Mo ndo C rypto why he wrote such a n
.awful column . H is onl y reply was that he was "onl y fo llowing o rders." I laughed . At
tha t gesture the Mighty Soothsayer created a n holocaust which enveloped all of the
room as w.ell as myself. When the dust had cleared M . C . handed me an.etched ta blet of
glass on which was written the foll owing :
" I find it huma nl y imposable to gleen an y levity from the events of the past
week. My o nly prediction for the week (and all time) is, "Remembe r My Lai , you
may be next. What will our "silent majority" say tha t they were doing when our
Nurnberg comes to pass? With all this perha ps laughter is our only refuge."
It was sad to see a grown wizard cry.

:,.s

.

Dear Passion Flower:
I a m in a qua ndry. T hanksgiving is over a nd now I have to begin my C hristmas shoppin g.
Where to goz What to bu y? My au nt Bert ha the Bioc he mist loves blood, sweat a nd tears. r
certa inly cann ot buy her a record a lbu m. But besides th is I ha ve the prob le m of w hat to d o
abou t C hristmas d inner. My 19 year o ld son is coming ho me with his girlfr iend and who
knows w hat they wi ll want. Also my husband loves lacrosse and will be at the matches a ll
day long. M y mother says, serve withou t him. I agree. Do you?
Also my neighbor has moths in her closet and r do not k now wha t to do. Help !!!!
Stu ck in Dece mber
Dear Stuck In:
- Your aunt the bioc hemist sho uld have some danger and excitement in her life. Try an
explosion at high noo n. H this does not work lend her to the home dconomics divis ion of
the Sperry Rand Company or allow her to dance the jig on every third Ash Wednesday.
Don't you go and get worried about your husband. Anyone who likes lacrosse cannot be
alJ bad. Lacrosse is played just before noon and just after the Downtow n Strutters Ball. Y o u
are ri ght , serv e without him and baste your mother and stick an apple in he r mo-uth
for taste. 0 . K. enough? If not, too bad.
Oh, yes, the moths in the closet can be solved by getting them on the last train to Clarks- .
ville and give each of them a ham sandwich. If they are Othodox, remember, no meat on Friday and new dishes for every meal.
_
Futhermore, you do not even know proper English and therefore I disown you from my
fortune. So. there.
·
.

Turntable: Everything is juicy. Barry the juggler just left and will never return. If he
does retµrn tell him to meet you at the Konetic Playground at 8: 11 a .m. Does your hairdresser kno w for sure?
Simon Te mpler : You don't want to go to the Congo? Try Egypt instead and try you r
hand at being the " Desert Fox".
.
Reade rs: You are all in luck . Just 3 copies of Sid's 4 yea r old 8 page pa mphlet are left on
shelf 7b. For .01 copy send .46c in n ickels, dimes, quarters and pennies to: Just in Time
Press, 7 Oaks, Monta na, 07 60 37 24 . Oh yes, please include 11 sheets ofvanila paper a nd a
flashlight with your o rder.
P.S. Seriorsly people, the comments of a certain Sen. Hollings of South Carolina con·cerning the murder in Viet Nam," that they only lost control in the heat of battle," sounds
-very much like the.defense of the German Nazis after World War Two. All we need now is
for someone to say, "They were only following 9rders". Its early this week though, maybe
Spiro Agnew or Vice-President Nixon will attempt to justify it as merely. another one of
those anti-war protests.
P.P.S. Dear Dick: Thank you for advislng the Senate of the U.S. to ratify the 1925 treat~
to ban the use of chemical warfare. Things do take time, 44 years to be exact. You must have
consulted Pres. Coolidge for this pearl of wisdom. Right?

.: _ ~ }

NATURE CORNER by M.L. Gasfrill

Xmas is rolling around and all good
Xmasnics should be thinking about getting
a tree to decorate. Well, you guessed it. ·
With all the pollution problems and sca res
about running out of natu ral resources, not
even the Christmas tree has been spared.
So, in order to make sure that all future
generations, if there are or will be such
animals, can enjoy Christmas trees, we
must a ll begin to sacrifice a little. This
Xmas, buy or cut down a different type of

tree. For example, can' t you j ust picture
a n elm tree, (Dutch Elm Di sease is o ptiona l) decorated with tinsel a nd popcorn?
(Just make sure you cut it down before
Fall). And your imagination could run
wild with something like a pear tree. If
you can't come up with a tree, wh y not
grab a bush . I understand tha t a C hannukah bush looks really grea t with colored
bulbs on it. Or even candles a nd crosse s.
At a ny rate, give a little at this time of
giving, so that all might someda y benefit.

Dr. Irwin Widen, P reside nt of t he C hica go Area cha pter of World Ed ucation Fellowship, a nnounced last week that W EF,in
conjuncti o n with the C ollege of Educatio n
and the Student Education Association ,
will present a discussion on faculty integrati on o n F riday, Dece mber 5 in the
Faculty Dining Room.
It is anticipated that Dean Scales and
Barb Smol in, President of SEA , will extend
the welcome as the meeting o pens at 7 : 30.
Moderator for the a ffair is Dr. Eli ezer
Kru mbein, associate p rofesso r of education
at U niversity of Ill ino is, Chicago Circle.
Resource P~rticipants include Miss Berni ce A ustrhei m, Associa te Professor a nd
Acting C ha irman, Department of Educa-

tion (N ISC ), Miss Marjorie Bra nch, D irector of ESEA Fu nded Progra ms for Huma n
Re la ti ons, Board of Education , C hicago,
Mrs. Lydia Lewis, Parent C oo rdina tor,
District 13, Depa rt ment of H uma n Re latio ns, Board of Educa tion, C hicago; C hai r·man, Human Re lations Commi ttee, C hi cago T eachers Union . Mr. Dan Muller,
Staff Assistant, Department of Human Relations, Board of Educa ti o n, C h icago. Dr.
Edgar T. Thornton , Staff Assistant, Depa rtment of Hu ma n Relations, Board of Ed ucation, C hi cago. M rs. Betty Shires, Coord inator, Department of Personnel and Department of Syste ms A na lysis and Da ta Processi ng, Board of Education , Chicago, a nd
D r. Tena Roseman, T eacher, D u ll es E lementary Sc hool a nd Depa rtme nt o f Hum.a n
Relations, Board of Educa ti o n, Chicago.

PRINT·PRESENTS MESSAGES,
FOR CHARITY
PRINT d ur ing the next week will be
wande rin g the halls wi th message pads a nd
cans, accepting C hristmas messages fro m
students, fo r which they in turn will do nate
25c to a Christmas charity.
" It wo rks like this", explained Managing Editor Lynn Musson. " We are donating
an entire page to the charity. A student may

bu y a two or three line ad,just to say hello to
his frie nds, o r fo r a ny purpose, but t he payment, 25c, will go to charity."
By press time a fi nal decisio n had still no t
been reached as to which cha rity the funds
would be do nated . The mo ney will pro bab ly·
be given to an organized o n-campus C h r istmas d r ive.

CLASSIFIEDS
For Sale:· 1964 Chrysler Newport - 4 door - blue.
Power brakes and steering; push-button radio and
heater; new brake linings, shocks, tires and battery;
major lune-up just done. Call Miss Etten - Health
Services - Ext. 348 or 504.

Don•t forget this time, Comadache. -

EM L

TERM -PAPERS TYPED -

Full-time typ·i;t, fo st, efficient, 70 cents a page. Liaison to NISC availa bl e .
675-0141. Thank you .

C.L.A. - 202-315- 1100
White Hou ,;-e - 202-456- 14-14
-· Dear Scorpio, in general scorpios are rather poor
------------------lovers. There are exceptions, but I rather doubt
Since the departure of Chuck Greenburg, the NISC
yo u' re one.
Young Democrats is no longer a'" status-quo organiz-

ation . -

J.B .• A.S., I.LR .

CONGRATULATIONS! to you, Mr. Becker, on the
birth of your new son.

Some of th ..e classifieds almost could pass for the
real thing.
Delbert who?
Delbert Brackenfeld is the Print's music commun ist.

Stop Commun i sm! Nationalize the communications

mediO!

STUDENTS NAMED TO BOARD
OF HIGHER ED.
Former Senator Jay Byron and PRINT
Ed ito r Ken Davis were na med recentl y by
President Sachs to the State o f Illinois
Board o f Higher Edu cation's Ad- H oc Student Ad visory Board . Byro n is the regul ar
1T,1ember, Davis is his a lternate.
The Illino is board, co nsidered to be the
first state board to na me a stude nt ad visory
panel , is charge with the co-ordination of
all fiv e lower boards in the state. The Board
also ho lds a ll new prog rams subject to review, a nd is respo nsible fo r maste r pl anning
of a ll state public institutio ns.
'-! •._
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KLAL, Jewish Club on Campus, announces a forthcoming meeting to be held on Wednesday even ing,
December 3 at 7 :30 p .m. in Room A 130. An interesting evening is being planned . ALL students and
their friends are welcome.

T he student advi sory panel met fo r the
first time November 21 in Norma l at Illinois State University . The powers and
functi o ns o f the pa nel we re disc ussed. It was
decided that the panel wo uld meet fo r the
first full regular sessio n in abo ut two weeks
at C ircle campus.

f~

,._ - - ... . . . ... .

KLAL! !!

The Board of Hi gher Educatio n is co mposed of te n c itizens, o ne me mber of each
governing bo ard, and the Superinte nde nt o f
Public Instruction .
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GROUP TO DISCUSS-FACULTY
INTEGRATION

Sd

.

,, . t \I

4.

Former NISC secretary, expert typist, w ill type dissertations and theses al home. Please call
761 -4940.
To S.T.: On your honor?Are you really that un inh ibited? Dr. S.S.
C .G .: An organization is only as ridiculo us as its
member(s). A.S.
$100.00 REWARD for recovery or destruction of any
portion s of the f ilm " Bedtime With Bonzo." - Contact R. Reagan. Sac remento. Calif.
Tired of your organ ization ' s news not being cov-

ered in the sc hool newspaper? Join G .L.O.P.
(Groups Left Out of Print) Send applications to room
E-45.

Get th is guys, this is a serious classified . I (you all
know me) collect old road maps. It' s like an obsession w ith me. I can ·1 afford to go and get t he good
stuff from Mexico so I have to feed th is monkey
w ith free contributions from my friends . Want to be
my friend? If you have any old, new. stolen, borrowed, or partially eaten road maps that yo u no
longer .need please leave them in E-45 in the road
,- map bag, or anywhere. I really need you help.
David Green lost at p ing-pong (table-tenn is) ·because he is a yo-yo.

Dea r M.C. : I must admit, you got me on tha t one.
No comeback. - Signed, that Sexy Scorpio.
SCREAMING YELLOW ZONKERS?
scene !"

-

" That' s ob-

Group rates now ava ilable. to places such a s Canada. Switzerland, Sweden, for all those luc ky
people born on SEPTEMBER 14th !
Studen t going to Downey on researc h proj ect mu st

sell '66 Toyota Corona , $950.00 or offer - Joe
Traficanti c / o BIOLOGY PREP ROOM OFF ICE ... B- 134
or 237- 1618.

The Northeastern

the
·Dave
Green
Report
The day was bright -and the gym was
bathed in sunshine last Tuesday when the
intra-mural Table Tennis Tournament was
held here at Northeastern. But not a ray of
sun shone on me that fateful day, For you
see old Dave Green lost.
- Yes, friends, my bubble w·as burst. I entered the tourn~ment with confidence and
exited a beaten man.
There were thirty-two men partfcipating
in the competition. They were paired off
and the eliminations started. I was put up
against Ron Middleton. The two ofus were
assigned a table and commenced to practice
for ·about five min•u tes. We knocked the ball
back and forth a few times, practiced the
regulation serve and generally loosened up.
Then Ron asked that question, "Do you
want to start?" I had no alternative other
than to reply, "Yes, I guess I'm ready as I'll
ever be."
We volleyed for the service. I lost. (Foreshadowing what was to come) The game
was about to begin . I was going to say a
short prayer but forgot who the patron saint
of Ping Pong players was, so I didn't. Ron
served. I returned. (that surprised the hell
out of me) Ron returned my shot. I flubbed.
The score stood at 1-0. Ron rolled through
his s·e rvice and part of mine before I finally
scored a point. My point came when Ron
returned my service too hard and missed the
table. The score stood at 7-1.
I played the rest of this game in typical
looser style and the final score was 21-6. As
you can see I did manage to put six big
points on ·the scoreboard.
Since the elimination contests were the
best out of three games, Ron and I switched
sides and started the second game. By now I
was in the process of resigning myself to
loosing. But fate played a vicious trick on
me. It gave me hope. Halfway through the
second contest, after capitalizing on a series~
of good breaks and dumb luck, I was winning 15-13. I thought I might be able to win.
Imagine that. I had a good chance of taking
this game from Ron. With this feeling puls-

ing through me, I proceeded to loose. 2117.-1 was eliminated.
I congratulated Ron-and we reported our
score to Coach Faloona who moved Ron to
the second bracket and scratched me off the
list.
I walked dejectedly out of the gym.
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11
17-18
19
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9-10
14
17
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30
· 31
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3
10
,13
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17
20
21
25
27

January

February

Watch next week for something on the
Porn Porn Squad.

Gene Corey and I finally tasted victory
for the first time last week: We beat the
highly ranked Jim Skonberg-Ed Foley duo.
It was a sweet victory. We rolled it up in the
first fou r fooses so they would n 't look t ha t
bad.
Stick with those Sox.

Kendall College
University of Dubuque
Judson College
Il1inois Tech.
McKendrie Tournament
Roosevelt University

Home
Horne
Home
Away
Away
Away

7:45
7:45
7:45
8 :00
8:00 .
7:45

Albert Lea College
Tourney (Minn.)
Chicago State College
Western Illinois University
St. Procopius Colle~e
Wayne State University (Mich,)
William Penn Colle~e(la.)

Away

8:00

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home

7:45
8:0D
7:45

Away
Home
Home
Away
Home

8:00
7:45
7: 4 5
8:00
7 :45

Away
Away
Home
Home

8:00 EST
8:00 EST
8:00
7:45

Lewis College
Roosevelt U n·iversity
Il1inois Tech.
Judso n College
University of W isconsin
(Parkside Campus)
Michigan Lu the ran College
Wayne State University
Loras College (la.) ·
Chicago State College

7:45
7:45

-....
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DOUBLE
S&H &REEN STAMPS
With ANY GAS Purchase
) ANY·DAY of the Week
588-9365

588-9850

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

9
13

Judson College
Notr,e Dame U.

Home
Away

5:45
6:00 EST

12
27
28

Loyola U.
DePaul University
Marquette University

Away
Away
Home

7:00
6 :00
5 :45

5

Loyola University

Home

7:00

9

Marquette University
Judson College

Away
Away

5:45
6:00

DePaul University

Home

5:45

14
17
17

-•

Yesterday was the first game of the basketball season . Since it happened too late to
get it into PRINT, I wil) have to cover it
next week. Lets see you out at the games.
The schedule for the team is reprinted this
· week for your convenience.

BASKETBAL~FROSHSCHEDULE
December

Wednesday, Dec. 3, I..,

Of the thirty-two men in the Table Tennis Tournament there are only four left.
These are the men in the finals; Joe Rossi,
Steve Dezurko, Paul Hagen, Bill Pollakov.
The final will be Thursday, December 4th
at I :00 (the activity hour.).
An interesting note and trivial sidelight
to the tournament was the fact that Ralph
Fries was able to make it to the second
bracket. You see, the person Ralph was to
play in the first bracket did not show up.
Because of this Ralph was pushed up by forfeit. Of course he was promptly beaten by
his first opponent.

BASKETBALL-VARSITY SCHEDULE .

December

PIINt

••TUNE-UPS
TRANSMISSIONS · •STAN AR
• BREAKES RELINED
• RADIATORS
• WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• EXHAUST SYSTEMS
• HAND WASH
e TIRES · BATTERIES

FACTORY AUTHORIZto
SALES & SERVICE
IIARKIV
FRIGIKING
SAIIE DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL IAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY lNSTALLED UNITS

AUTO AIR
CONDITIONING

